


VISUAL INSPECTIONS PERFORMED BY HUMAN OPERATORS: INEFFICIENT 

Complex on large scale

Time consuming

Poor replicability

Only one data source 

Difficult integration with IT systems

Problems affecting multiple industries

Problem

Insurance    Manufacturing        Logistics

Agriculture     Energy                                Engineering



AI-EMPOWERED VISUAL INSPECTIONS

Scalable

Fast

Replicability and comparability 

Data from different sources 

Integration with IT systems

Solution



Market
3.75

7.66

CAGR 7,4%

A growing market, 

with different applications

Logistics is part of this trend



Established in 2016 in Monza (Italy), Elif Lab is an innovative company 

specialising in developing data science and artificial intelligence 

solutions.

Who

We extract value from different 

types of data and from multiple 

sources to 

optimize and automate complex 

processes in different industries.



VisioYao applied to Pharmaceutical Logistics

Solution
It mimics the work of an operator comparing the content of an order to understand if it is fully 

and correctly picked, using pictures of totes taken at different times during a picking process.



COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

VisioYao
Natural language (transparent AI)

Multimodal identification (MMID: visual appearance, volume, barcodes…)

Device-agnostic 

Computationally light and scalable, can work in real time

Generate alerts sent and integration with external systems

Faster extension to new cases
Can work even when “no big data” is available

 



COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES - Extensibility And Data Value Chain

VisioYao

Extendible to other domains (e.g. asset 

management for energy) and capable of 

handling different data (e.g. video instead 

of images, sensors, reports…).       

Possible future extension to the 

management of the whole process: 

anomalies in the machines, transport bills, 

data from the end customer (pharmacies). 



Competition

BIG PLAYERS 

DIFFERENT APPROACHES

Hardware dependent

Using only barcodes (what if they are covered?)

CV not integrated with IT systems  

Robots for picking (use case) 



Business Model
NOW

Specialized on specific domains

Business Model: Development services 

+ subscription (maintenance/updates)

TO BE

Generalized solution for multiple domains

Business Model: Subscription (maintenance/updates) 

+ customizations



Core team
Paola Bonesu (Co-founder & Director)
10+ years in data analytics
7+ years  in project and business management
EIT Manufacturing LEADERS - Women in Europe developing solutions / initiatives addressing 
manufacturing-related challenges with strong financial, environmental, or societal impact. 

Gabriele Lami (Co-founder & CTO)
AI Engineer. Mathematician with 10+ years in developing Artificial Intelligence, Data science and 
algorithms solving complex problems in different industries. Expertise in computer vision and text 
analytics, neural networks, robotics, logic and probabilistic models.  
AI Talent recognized by AI4Europe.

Lucas Liendo (Full Stack - AI Infrastructure Developer)
10+ years in developing software solutions.
Expertise in developing and deploying AI algorithms pipelines.

Roberto Errichelli (Sales & New Business Development)
20+ years in sales and new business in the manufacturing sector and distribution of medical devices.
10+ years in business management.

Recruiting:
● Full Stack Developer
● Marketing specialist



Awards
2020: Freu3D 3D objects for augmented reality.

2022: AWoid computer vision for autonomous navigation

2022: JinZone algorithms for autonomous robots

2022: Farm Scan AI for precision agriculture

2023: VisioYao computer vision for automating logistics

2022: EIT Manufacturing LEADERS 
Women in Europe addressing manufacturing-related challenges 

with strong financial, environmental, or societal impact. 



Thank you!
ELIF LAB srl 

www.eliflab.com

robotics.eliflab.com 

Paola Bonesu - Co-founder & Director - paola.bonesu@eliflab.com 

http://www.eliflab.com
https://robotics.eliflab.com
mailto:paola.bonesu@eliflab.com

